
RMIT MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
DESIGN STUDIO
MID-SEMESTER CRITS
SEMESTER 1, 2023

GRAHAM CRIST, MAX 
WIGHT & EMMA DONOVAN
Balnarring Fire
6.00-10.00pm
100.04.006

JACQUELINE TANG & 
NELSON TEO
Reappropriation: Fit for Purpose
6.00-10.00pm
100.05.003

HAYBALL PRACTICE
STUDIO
CoHabit
6.00-10.00pm
Hayball Office

SIMONE KOCH
the idea of melbourne
9.30am-1.30pm
100.06.006

PETER BREW
Instrument Architecture
9.30am-1.30pm
100.06.006

STEVEN CHU
Vote Again
6.00-10.00pm
100.06.005

STASINOS MANTZIS WITH 
UNCLE LEONARD CLARKE
On Country: Framlingham 2023
9.30am-1.30pm
Pavilion 1, Level 10

MARCH PRACTICE STUDIO
Quarantine Studio
5.00-9.00pm
March Office

LAURA BAILEY
The Architect
6.00-10.00pm
100.06.003

ROLAND SNOOKS & 
ALAN KIM
Descriptive Formation
5.00-9.00pm
Level 10, Longroom
Tectonic Formation Lab 
Symposium

MARC GIBSON
Chameleon
5.00-9.00pm
Level 10, Longroom
Tectonic Formation Lab 
Symposium

NIC BAO
Coral: Marine Utopia
5.00-9.00pm
Level 10, Longroom
Tectonic Formation Lab 
Symposium

LYONS PRACTICE STUDIO
Building Critical Mass
6.00-10.00pm 
Lyons Office

PAUL VAN HERK
Speculative History: 
Ecological Empires
6.00-10.00pm 
100.06.007

IAN NAZARETH &
DAVID SCHWARZMAN
The Temporal City
6.00-10.00pm
100.06.002

SIMON DRYSDALE
Counter Errorism
6.00-10.00pm
100.06.005

ALISA ANDRASEK
AI Accelerated Architect
1.00-5.00pm
Pavilion 1, Level 10

LOREN ADAMS
Regulatory Nonsense: Possessed
1.00-5.00pm
Online Symposium

DYLAN LI & CECILIA YAO
Laputa - The Good, The Bad and 
The Ugly
6.00pm-10.00pm
100.06.008

JOHN DOYLE
Manufacturing Future Daegu
9.00am-1.00pm
Level 10, Longroom

THE WHY FACTORY & 
BEN MILBOURNE
All Together N0w
TBC
TU Delft
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Graham Crist Emma Donovan Max Leegel Wigh
with special guest TOM MURATORE   

a design project partnered with the Balnarring CFA   
  

ster of Architecture Design Studio 2023  wednesda
L N A R R I N G   F

Balnarring Fire will explore ideas for expanding and rejuvenating the Country Fire Authority
headquarters in Balnarring on the Mornington peninsula.
The studio will ask: how can design meet the needs of the volunteer community organisa-
tion but also bring much more to the question than asked by it.

ow can the Country Fire Authority’s building become a significant community hub? 
at is the future role of a fire station in more extreme weather in changing climates?

can this hub become an emergency refuge and help sustain a community?
n we design tightly and loosely (see Supertight*) at the outer edge of the ci

ways interested in how design can reduce our footprint and here, also d
ults of not reducing it.)

ook at the architectural object more closely and mo
e small details, the prosaic and boring pie

denly become frantic.

The tower is a yardstick for the architect’s life and memory amongst the form 
of the city. Like a Giorgio Morandi still life, that singular object is read and 
measured against the adjacent.

The Architect revisits the narrative of Melbourne’s CBD from its prehistory to present day 
and asks what type of tower the city needs now? Equally with the profession, what sort of 
architect do we need to be today?

all togher 
now

N E T H E R L A N D S

TUTORS:

PROPOSED TIMELINE:

TRAVELLING TO:

Winy Maas (MVRDV/ The Why Factory @ TU Delft), Javier Arpa (The Why 
Factory @ TU Delft) & Felix Madrazzo (IND/ The Why Factory @ TU Delft)
Ben Milbourne & Vivian Mitsogianni (RMIT Architecture & Urban Design)

Semester 1 2023, weeks 1-7 in Melbourne, followed by intensive 
workshop at TU Delft during Weeks 8-11 (25/04-17/05/23).

Delft, Netherlands [Delft is 20 mins by train away from Rotterdam and 
50mins from Amsterdam].

This Master of Architecture traveling studio is a collaboration 
between The Why Factory @ TU Delft and RMIT Architecture. RMIT 
Architecture students will travel to Delft during the last weeks of the 
studio and will work at the Why Factory @ TU Delft

The Why Factory is dedicated to creating future cities; the All 
Together Now studio will investiagte the urban and architectural 
implications of designing for a much wider range of plants and 
non-human animal inhabitants. Starting from a precise “What 
if…?” question students will develop scenarios that explore the 
future form of cities over the next 100 years. These changes will 
be explored on all scales; from global to territorial, to architectural 
typology, down to innovation on a building technology scale: what 
are the details that change the world? 

This studio will challenge students to interrogate the fundamental 
shapers of their scenario on a 1:50, 1:20, 1:10, 1:1… scale. All 
Together Now will guide students through this process of 
formulating and visualizing their future fantasies: learning to dream 
big, to prepare them with the skills and tools to imagine – then 
effect – change. How does our life change? How do we commute 
and how do we consume? What is the urgency and how can we 
communicate this to global leaders? Refer to the Ballot session for 
more detail on the studio curriculum.

Financial Support: Students in this studio will be eligible for one of 3 Fender Katsalidis

DIFFUSION 
TECTONICS
MASTERS STUDIO
ROLAND SNOOKS + ALAN KIM

WEDNESDAY 6PM - 10PM
LEVEL 10 LONG ROOM
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Students will be asked to research the site 
from Bunurong times, the sanatorium years whe
ships plagued by illness were quarantined, t
construction of defense systems during the 
Gold Rush, and the first shot of the First 
World War. Stories of diseased early sett
a litany of shipwrecks, and the drowning 
Australia’s 17th Prime Minister Harold 
will be unpacked, researched, mapped, 
recorded to uncover programmatic oppo
and inform proposals for new usages
and its existing structures.

Students will be asked to review
Master Plan commissioned by t
and currently being impleme
question its content, a
for new program and 
intervention.
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this is by ben ellis who is one champion from semester one the others are also @theideaofmelbourne

and Flinders Street, the site raises challenging
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research into the idea of building type and how this can be reinvented, in this case, a public gallery, as civic 

onditions of a site and how an examination of these conditions can help construct a new civic narrative for the area
hitectural precedents, fieldtrips, artwork, music plus more that will inform your design research throughout the semester. fi

ound the prod fi rst half of thefi
focus on the deve

will be run in a semi-intensive mode and will involve a 3 day fi eldtrip on Country with Uncle Lenny Clarke on site at Framlingham from Safi
will need a tent & sleeping bag. Thll need a tent & sleeping bag The trip will cost approximately $140. A further two day trips may also be required later in the semester (datesTh
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ll be assessed on their design, visual communication and comprehension of data structure 
l layered parametric procedures. Individual folios are to be submitted at the conclusion of this 

t.

D Print Materials
Students will be producing weekly models using 3D printers & Laser Cutting. Please note that there will 
be material costs for 3D printing (PLA & Resin).
There are 3D print facilities at RMIT however there can be long lead times. Most students in previous 
semesters purchased their own 3D printer (Roughly $200-$250).

| Tectonic Formation Lab
The studio is part of a group of studios and electives run this semester that are aligned with the RMIT 
Architecture | Tectonic Formations Lab, which will collaborate through combined reviews and symposia.

hen designing their archite

| Procedural Materials| Develop Taxonomy of Sculptures| Topology Generation

| Core Techniques

| View Past Hereditary S| Develop Panelization Systems
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Ai Accelerated Architect 

Prof Dr Alisa Andrasek
https://www.alisaandrasek.com/
https://www.aiarch.ai/
https://linktr.ee/nDarchitecture

INTENSIVE STUDIO

YWORDS: GENERATIVE AI/COMPLEX CITIES/
MPLEXITY/HIGH RESOLUTION/ PATTERN 

GNITION/DISTRIBUTED/DECENTRALISED/
NCE/REWILDING/NETZERO/ECOCITY

how emerging Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
olutionise architecture, enhancing 

tegies, accelerated workflow 
nvironments face increasing 

ange, students will work 
-density living that 

ncies, and 
ncepts 

food

With AI, students will be capturing glimpses of future 
architectures, co-designed with green biomass, 
physics of air, emergent materialities, and new social 
and mobility patterns. We will draw inspiration from 
a range of references, including  Jeremy Rifkin’s 
Age of Resilience, Benjamin Bratton’s Planetary 
Computation, Liam Young’s Planetary Cities, Ludwig 
Hilberseimer’s stratospheric drawings of the citie
and Daniel  Kohler’s Mereological city. 
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PAUL VAN HERKPAUL VAN HERK
M ARCH STUDIO SEM 1 2023M ARCH STUDIO SEM 1 2023

LATIVE HISTORYLATIVE HISTORY

re forming and re o
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The Temporal City
part of an international research project Designing Resilience in Asia an

ity Interface’ in Singapore, coordinated by the Design Resilienc
Laboratory. You will be working on a post-industrial

deals with urban growth and the existing
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